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video game link show. Today, it's the "less than stellar" episode, where some beloved video game series get a passing grade, and
some rather bad ones get a failing grade.Join our hosts Travis, Ben, and Marcello as they review all of the week's notable video
game news.News this week: Crash Bandicoot N.Sane Trilogy gets a final release date, Steve's first impression of the Switch is
that it is an iPad, Sea of Thieves has a PC beta that you can participate in for free, and Avengers: Endgame looks a little more
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intimidating than we expected. If you're a fan of any of these games, be sure to tune in! (Or maybe tune out if you aren't a fan.)
Tech support scams are an industry-wide issue where scammers trick you into paying for unnecessary technical support services.
Common scams include: 1. Phone calls asking you to run a program on your computer to detect a virus or error. (this may be a

real error, but more often than not, this is a scam to get you to run this program) 2. Impersonating Microsoft or Adobe technical
support and telling you that your computer has a virus or bug. They will ask you to pay for a program or subscription. 3. Offers

to transfer, delete or remove viruses from your computer for a fee. 4. Offers to "enhance" your computer's performance or
ability to connect to the internet for a fee. This may be a simple virus removal program. 5. Offers to fix computer or hardware

problems for a fee 82157476af
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